Dear Mr. Hutto,

This is to acknowledge receipt of your email to the Public Service Commission. I am forwarding your email to our Clerk's Office for processing. Your email will become a part of Docket No. 2009-489-E and will be posted on our website under this docket.

Please let me know if you should require any additional information.

Sincerely,

Deborah Easterling
Administrative Assistant

---

From: shane hutto [mailto:shane_hutto@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2013 9:00 PM
To: PSC_Context
Subject: weather normalization adjustment . SCE&G

dear sirs , I would like to encourage the commission, to take another look , at the weather normalization, or (WNA) . the idea of the power company charging extra, for weather, is a clever way to, charge its customers more money, and with a sliding scale of rates to be assessed differently , month and maybe rebate, in extreme temps, and also, the idea, of recouping fees, sounds absurd. the power company sells electricity, and the cost collected is recoupment enough. therefore I would respectively, petition the puc, to undo this madness. thank you. Shane H Hutto ..

---
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